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The Path to Peak Performance:
How leadership teams achieve top-notch 
outcomes and why they sometimes don’t
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continued

In the fi rst part of this series, we met Jim, a 

leader who faces a defi ning moment

with his leadership team. This 

situation requires a leadership team 

that functions at its highest level.

Leaders can take three specifi c actions to 

increase the chances that their teams will 

achieve peak performance – and to accelerate

this process. The fi rst article explained how 

leaders must help their teams identify the 

goals they are trying to achieve and why a high 

level of teamwork is necessary for success.

This article outlines the second action a leader

can take: help the team discover where they 

are on the path to peak performance so they 

know what to expect next.

Action 2: Find Your Bearings

Most leadership teams follow fairly 

predictable paths. Some stay on track and 

achieve peak performance. Others take a 

wrong turn and lose their way. Wise leaders 

become skilled at recognizing where they are 

in the journey. They then choose the best path 

forward for their teams.

ENROLLMENT is the fi rst step. Once the leader

identifi es the peak in the distance, 

potential team members begin to 

enroll on the team. Yes, leaders 

can make enrollment a “mandatory 

option” (i.e. join or else!), but it takes more 

than simply having boxes fi lled in on the 

organizational chart to achieve peak 

performance. To really perform, the team 

needs members who contribute more than 

their physical presence to the team – the 

team needs the best energy of each person 

or it gets bogged down. It’s easy for a leader 

to forget that every team member will choose every team member will choose 

to join the team for his or her own reasonsto join the team for his or her own reasons. 

They are asking themselves very personal 

questions such as:

• Do I like these people?

• Do I trust these people?

• Are these people competent?

• What are the rules for being on this team?

• And most importantly, Can I achieve my 

personal goals by being part of this team?

Once team members have enrolled on the team, 

they inevitably enter the ALLIANCES phase. 

THE SHORT COURSE

Whether through 
crisis or opportunity, 
leaders at times reach 
defi ning moments with 
their teams when top-
notch performance 
truly matters.

 Leaders can take 
three actions to move 
their teams toward 
peak performance.

 This article overviews 
the second action: 
Figure out where you 
are in the journey 
and chart the course 
to more productive 
outcomes.

Part II: Where are we now —
 and what’s next?

Enrollment

by Ted Harro

You know you are
in EnrollmentEnrollment if you 
see the following
indicators:

• Talk is polite and 
relatively superfi cial.

• Membership is tenta-
tive since people are 
still feeling out if 
they want to be part 
of this team. Members 
say things like, “I don’t 
know how it works in 
your area, but in my 
area…”
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Many leaders feel that the sub-grouping 

found in this stage is bad. In fact, it is 

simply normal. In most situations, 

team members fi gure out that, while 

they can achieve their goals by being 

on the team, they cannot do so alone. So they 

begin to look for allies, members with whom 

they can align to create infl uence and achieve 

their goals. This means that team members are 

asking these questions:

• Who will help me achieve my goals?

• What can we get done together as allies?

• How can we infl uence the course of the 

team and its efforts?

The answers to these questions will lead

to alliances. These alliances can divide by 

geographic location, technical discipline, 

personality type, past political alliances,

or some other division.

Once alliances are in place, the team 

eventually moves toward the FOREST OF 

CONFLICT. The gateway to the forest is almost 

always some decision – a strategic choice 

that must be made, a personnel decision,

or allocation of scarce resources. Allies take 

sides and the group is drawn into the trees. 

Imagine this Forest of Confl ict as a dark 

wood like Fangorn forest in J.R.R. Tolkien’s

classic Lord of the Rings. Most people 

are afraid of the forest. Creepy crawly 

things lurk there and the path is often 

obscured. Many teams (and leaders) do 

everything they can to go around the 

forest. They avoid decisions or try to get those 

decisions “pre-wired” so that the confl ict goes 

underground, or they make unilateral choices 

despite the fact that the team really needs to 

own large portions of the decision. Such efforts 

are never effective in the long run. 

Instead, courageous teams and leaders walk 

into the forest with their eyes wide open. They 

learn how to have the right fi ghts for the right 

reasons, and truly achieve good outcomes. 

Even in the best of situations, teams 

spend time bumping around in

the forest. And in those moments,

team members are asking:

• Who is with me?

• Can we fi nd a way through?

• Can we fi ght without someone (especially 

me!) being destroyed?

THE CROSSROADS DETOUR: Some teams fi nd 

their way through The Forest of Confl ict on 

their fi rst try. They are able to have valuable, 

substantive fi ghts that focus on issues instead 

of personalities. (See part three of this series for 

Alliances

Forest of
Conflict

continued

You know you are in 
the Alliances phaseAlliances phase 
when you see these 
indicators:

• Two kinds of meetings 
are going on at the 
same time – the formal 
group meetings and in-
formal conversations 
in the halls. More 
credence is often 
given to the hallway 
conversations.

• Spokespeople arise for 
different sub-groups
who (repeatedly) put 
forward a point of view 
on behalf of others.

• While tensions may
simmer beneath the 
surface, they often 
stay undisclosed as 
different alliances 
begin to jockey for 
position.

• Alliance members begin 
to lobby formal and 
informal leaders to 
advance their points 
of view.

You know you are in 
the Confl ictConfl ict when 
you see following 
indicators:

• An issue (or more
than one) has drawn 
sub-groups into open 
disagreement.

• Team members show 
signs of interpersonal 
stress such as attack, 
acquiescence, avoid-
ance, or becoming 
autocratic.
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specifi c actions leaders take to fi nd this direct 

route to success.) Others bump around enough 

that they get lost, often because the confl ict 

begins to get personal and undermines the core 

trust and credibility established in the early days 

of the team. 

Teams that lose their way eventually come out 

of the forest, but they remain on the wrong 

side of the trees, still separated from 

their Peak Performance goal by yet 

more confl ict. This is a moment of truth 

for the team and its leader: they’re now 

at THE CROSSROADS.

Teams at The Crossroads must choose between 

one of three paths:

• Kiss and Make Up: This popular choice 

involves team members deciding to bury 

their differences and move on. Sometimes 

people cloak this choice in “let’s agree to 

disagree.” But this decision almost always 

kicks the team right back into sub-grouping

– now with a little more negative history 

than before. Their decision to kiss and make 

up – while expedient – has not prepared

them any better to navigate through The 

Forest of Confl ict to the other side. Worse 

yet, some members of the group may 

have decided to “quit and stay”– remaining 

physically and organizationally on the 

team, but withdrawing their best efforts. 

The team now has members who are just 

along for the ride, passengers, and the 

mountain is arduous enough to climb even 

when all members carry their own weight.

• Exit: One legitimate branch from The 

Crossroads is to exit the team. Individuals

may make this choice themselves or the 

leader may make the choice for them. 

Exiting can be the least worst option 

sometimes, but it is rarely inexpensive. 

The hard costs of termination/re-hiring 

combined with the soft political costs can 

be considerable.

• Re-negotiate: Usually, the most effective 

route to take at The Crossroads involves 

re-negotiating the fundamental agreements

inside the team. This involves re-visiting

the rules of membership that were 

originally agreed (though sometimes only 

implicitly) during the Enrollment phase. 

Often, team members have to engage in 

some straight talk to clear the air and to 

re-start the team’s progress down the path. 

Re-negotiation is not for the faint of heart, 

but it’s often the only path that will take 

the existing team forward.

When teams come out the right side of The 

Forest of Confl ict, they can transition to the 

SPECIALIZATION PHASE. Here lies the base 

Crossroads

continued

You know you are in 
the SpecializationSpecialization
if you see these
indicators:

• Team members are clear 
and content about the 
role they play on the team.

• Team members spend 
signifi cant time honing
their profi ciency in 
playing their roles.

• Team members seek, give, 
and receive candid,
unvarnished feedback 
to improve the team’s 
performance.

• The team sharpens its 
focus on the few things 
it must do exceedingly 
well to succeed – and 
they spend most of 
their time improving 
their performance in 
those areas.
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camp of the actual peak that the team has 

striven for all this time. At the base camp 

team members begin to work together

to identify how each of them will 

contribute to the fi nal summit push. 

With some experience of each other 

under their belts, they can ask themselves:

• What is my job as we make the summit

push? Where can my abilities best 

be used?

• How do our roles all fi t together so that we 

get all of the essential jobs done? What 

can I expect from the others on the team?

• Where does my job end and others’ 

begin? What am I responsible for and what 

decisions will I get to make on behalf of 

the team?

Of course, team members also quietly wonder 

if they will get dragged back into the Forest of 

Confl ict. Depending on how that experience 

went the fi rst time around (or the second, or the 

third…), they have different levels of concern 

about regressing. This drives team members to 

have as much role clarity as possible because 

they intuitively know that “good fences 

make good neighbors.”

PEAK PERFORMANCE: Finally, the 

team is ready to make an attempt on 

the summit. By successfully navigating 

through the prior phases, they have enough 

confi dence to give the maximum effort 

required to reach the top. Of course, on 

the way up, all sorts of things can and 

will happen. Teams that successfully 

reach the summit are willing and able 

to go beyond their prescribed roles to safely get 

to the top. They are so close that they can taste 

it, and they begin to ask important questions 

such as:

• What needs to be done? (I’ll happily do it!)

• Who needs help? (I’ll pitch in – and I’ll 

accept help too.)

• What risks do I see? (I won’t be shy 

about giving straight talk feedback to my 

teammates – I care too much not to!)

• What can I do? (Whatever it takes…)

By clarifying the group’s target and pinpointing

where the team is in its development, leaders

like Jim can take fi rst steps toward peak 

performance. Our next installment in this 

series outlines specifi c actions leaders can 

take to lead the way forward.

Specialization

Base Camp

Peak
Performance

For more information, you can contact Ted at ted.harro@noondayventures.com

You know you are in 
Peak PerformancePeak Performance 
when you see these 
indicators:

• While roles are clear, 
team members share 
responsibility for the 
fi nal outcome so much 
that they willingly 
contribute above and 
beyond their roles.

• Team members can give 
feedback without fear of 
harming the relationship.

• Results are clearly better
than the sum of all of the 
team members’ efforts.

• Team members talk in 
the fi rst person plural.
In other words, it’s 
about “us” and “we”
instead of “I” and “you.”

IT’S YOUR TURN

 Where is your team 
on the Path to Peak 
Performance? What 
evidence supports 
your conclusion?

What will happen if 
your team continues 
in its current patterns? 

What next steps 
should your team 
take to move close to 
peak performance?
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